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MORE SINGLE REVIEWS

Lyrical Kinks-a big hit

Contd. from
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* " Autumn Almanac " / " Mr. Pleasant " (Pye).
THERE are few groups more capable of painting vivid and descriptive verbal pictures

than the Kinks. This follows the tradition of " Waterloo Sunset " by latching on to
every -day happenings and giving them an absorbing lyrical quality.

Ray Davies takes the lead, and
the other boys join in with
carefree abandon. Like most of
the Kinks' discs, this is loaded
with commercial appeal - a
catchy, if somewhat familiar,
tune ; a bouncy beat and a
fruity sound in the backing.

I wouldn't class it as one of their
very best discs, if only because the
melody has a certain similarity with
past releases. But a big one for
sure.

FLIP : A jaunty oom-pah beat
carries along this highly original
story -in -song. It's a fun disc, and
easily strong enough to be an 'A'
side in its own right.

TYPICAL
ORBISON

t "She" / "Here Comes The
Rain Baby" (London).

By his yardstick, Roy Orbison
hasn't had a particularly suc-

cessful year in Britain. But now
he's returned to his familiar
format of a self -penned ballad
that builds steadily to a power -
packed climax.

Starts quietly, with the Big 0
singing sensitively and intimately-
then towards the end, as the beat
intensifies, he switches to dual -track
and brings his unmistakable falsetto
into full use.

It's typical Orbison, and a pleas-
ant tune - maybe not quite so
melodic as some of his big hits, but
probably good enough to give him
a small hit.

FLIP : A plaintive love song, set
to a slowing lilting waltz rhythm-
with guitar, strings and humming
group. In view of Engelbert's
current success, this would have
made the better `A' side-if it
wasn't for the whistled chorus !

ROY ORBISON when he
appeared on the Palladium show

during his last visit here.

Instrumental themes
Now that " With A Song In My Heart " has been shelved, we've got the

bubbling " A Swinging Choice " as the new signature tune of Radio l's
" Famtily Favourites," and you can get it on Parlophone by Brian Fahey and
his Orchestra-a splendid big -band showcase. On Pye, there's the Jazzy theme
from TV's " Man In A Sultctve " brilliantly scored and performed by Ron
Grainer-and on the same label, the Barry Gray Orchestra plays the lively and
haunting music from the new puppet series " Captain Scarlet," complete with
outer -space effects.

'Phe composer Ennio Morricone conducts the orchestra In the theme music
from the movie " For A Few Dollars More " (RCA), which features a shuffle
beat, a superb guitar solo taking the melody line, and a whistling chorus. The
Frank Charksfield Orchestra and Chorus offers " I've Never Seen Anything
Like It " (Deena) from the eagerly awaited movie " Doctor Dolittle "-It's a
bright -and -breezy routine which obviously gets the full production treatment
In the pioture.

Spine quivering
ARETHA FRANKLIN
t A Natural Woman " / "Never

Let Me Go " (Atlantic).
A POWERFUL soul -packed

disc that makes your pulses
race and your spine quiver. I
was a bit surprised that
" Respect " did so well in this
country-a superb disc, but a bit
out of keeping with British
trends.

Same goes for this one-and now
that Aretha Franklin is established
here, I hope this will also click.

Intensely emoted in heartfelt style,
and set to a finger -clicking broken
beat, it's backed by gospel chanting,
brass riffs and shimmering strings.

Like so many releases these days,
it depends on the air -time it gets
on Radio 1. But I've got a feeling
the d-j's will like this one, so it
could happen.

FLIP : The tempo slows right
down for this impassioned soul
ballad, warbled with all the feeling
and sincerity at her command, with
organ prominent in the backing.
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The TROGGS with record producer LARRY PAGE, centre. (L to r) PETE STAPLES, REG PRESLEY,
RONNIE BOND and CHRIS BRITTON.

POTTED POPS
CHRIS CLARK: " From Head To

Toe" (Tamla-Motown). Take a
husky -voiced charmer with rhythm
in her very bones, set her against
a typically contagious Tamla back-
ing, and you've got a supercharged
disc that almost jumps off the turn-
table.

JIMMY ROSELLI: " All The Time "
(U -A). This week's special offer on
the sweetcorn counter ! A big -
voiced rockaballad, scored in con-
certo style, with a lilting rhythm
and a choir singing along in the
chorus. Square but good.

LIBBY MORRIS: " Bye, Yum, Puna,
Pum " (Polydor). One of the songs
from the new Tommy Steele film
" The Happiest Millionaire." As the
title implies, it's a novelty number,
and Libby injects bags of person-
ality into her sultry treatment.

ROLF HARRIS: " I've Never Seen
Anything Like It" (Columbia). A
sparkling routine from " Doctor
Dolittle," making ideal material for
Rolf, supported by a boy -and -girl
chorus. It's fun-packed and lively,
reminiscent of " Flash Bang
Wallop."

EPISODE SIX: " I Can See Through
You " (Pye). A thundering beat,
with a double-time tambourine and
a great guitar sound, underlines this
well -written number. And there are
a couple of tempo breaks, with the
group supported only by flute.

THE FAMILY " Scene Through The
Eye Of A Lens " (Liberty). Pro-
duced by hit -maker Jimmy Miller,
this has a Traffic quality about it.
Intriguing lyric, with an unusual
sitar -like sound emanating from the
twin -necked guitar, and a punch -
packed second half. Sensual and
startling.

DUFFY POWER: " Davy O'Brien "
(iparlophone). Here's a saucy
number, engagingly handled by the

CHART RETURN FOR
NEW STYLE TROGGS
"Love Is All Around "1" When Will The Rain Come "

(Page One).
NOW that the dispute with their record company is settled, the

Troggs will need to battle to recapture lost ground, as their
last release didn't register. And I reckon they might well make
it with this one. Certainly they should, as this is easily the best
of their last three issues.

A Reg Presley composition, set to a fairly slow rhythm, with an
appealing scoring of guitars, violins and cellos-plus a melody that
takes a little time to register, but once you've got it in your mind,
it sticks there ! Reg sings warmly and sincerely-departing from that
rather stilted style which has characterised many of the group's discs.

FLIP : Tempo speeds for this pulsating mid -tempo item, with
ethereal chanting supporting the lead vocal. It's virtually a Peruvian
trend-shades of " Zabadak " !

singer, set to a lively jog -along
beat. Duffy sings in rhythmic big -
voiced style, and I'm sure the girls
will love his provocative approach.

LEWIS & CLARKE EXPEDITION:
" I Feel Good " (RCA). A. disc
from the same stable as the
Monkees-and it has the same
youthful freshness. A wonderfully
happy disc reminiscent of " Even
The Bad Times Are Good," with a
touch of Mexicana thrown in.

DANNY WILLIAMS: " Never My
Love " (Deram). A new -look Danny
on a new label. A rhythmic ballad,
convincingly handled - with a
delicious backing of cellos, clanking
piano, humming -group and tam-
bourine. His most commercial for
ages.

BRENDA MAY: " I Shouldn't Care
About You " (Decca). A heart-
searching lyric, receiving a dramatic
interpretation from this newcomer.

Varies between the tender and the
big belt. Very nice song, with an
outstandingly lush backing.

JEANNIE LAMB: " This Is My
Love " (CBS). Usually associated
with jazz, Jeannie offers an
unashamed pop ballad here. And
a great job she makes of It, too.
Pity the material Isn't a shade
stronger. Worth a listen, though.

JOE LOSS ORCHESTRA: " Elizabeth
I & " (HMV). Always a trend-
setter, Joe comes up with something
completely unexpected. It's a
madrigal, with harpsichord dominat-
ing the backing, but set to a stomp-
ing beat with blaring brass.

CALIFORNIANS: " Follow Me "
(Deena). A brash and ,vital sound
from this British group. Extremely
colourful harmonies enhanced by a
finger -snapping beat and a pretty
-good tune. Makes you feel happy
It's a swingaroo !

SCOTT McKENZIE
LIKE
TIME MOVIE.
c/w WhaesThe Difference.
ehapter II 3009
Produced by
John Phillips
and
Lou Alder

His Fantastic
follow up to
SAN FRANCISCO
(Be SureTo Wear
Some Flowers
InYour Hair)
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